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Chapter 711: It Feels Better To Use Someone Else’s Money 

All the chips they had on hand were piled up in the middle and there was no need to mention how 

spectacular it was. 

One of the people sitting opposite Zi Yi glanced at the chips on the table and he was clearly satisfied. He 

then said in a gentlemanly way, “Ladies first. You can reveal your cards first.” 

Zi Yi put her hands on the cards and looked at the group of people staring at her. She smiled and said, 

“Then I’ll be revealing my cards.” 

She flipped open all three cards at the same time. 

… 

The room fell into a dead silence. 

Sometime later, one of the bosses stood up and shouted in disbelief, “How is that possible?! How can it 

still be three 10s?!” 

The moment he shouted, the others immediately recovered their senses. 

The bosses could not believe it. In particular, the gambling god who was sitting in the middle. He was so 

agitated that his face turned red and he pointed at Zi Yi. “You must have cheated!” 

“Right, you must have cheated!” 

The bosses stood up at the same time and all of them were staring at Zi Yi fiercely as if they wanted to 

give her a full body check to see if she had brought along a cheat. 

“You must have cheated, there’s a need to check her.” 

“Right. How could you possibly get three 10s consecutively?!” 

BAM! 

When two different pairs of hands slammed on the table at the same time, the table had almost broken 

into pieces right in front of them. 

While the bosses were startled, Lu Jingye said, “Whoever dares to touch my wife can give it a try?” 

Lu Yunxiao chimed in. “I’ll kill whoever dares to touch my sister-in-law.” 

Both of them radiated a murderous aura, scaring the bosses to the extent that they dared not even 

make a sound. Their cheeks flushed red as they held in their breaths. 

Just then, the man standing in the middle spoke up. His voice also sounded very cold. “When did you 

start acting like you can’t afford to lose? Since that’s the case, you can get lost from here right now and 

don’t ever come back again.” 

The expressions of the bosses were deathly white and they dared not utter a single word. 



The boss of the clubhouse turned to look at Zi Yi and the Lu Brothers. “Customers, you can take your 

leave and head elsewhere to play. You only need to leave your bank details. I guarantee that the money 

you won will be transferred to your bank account before you leave the clubhouse.” 

There was a rule here. The clubhouse would take a 20% commission of the earnings and since their 

stakes were rather high, there were sure to be more procedures. 

Lu Jingye nodded his head. He took Zi Yi’s hand and headed towards the door. 

Lu Yunxiao kept up with his pace. 

After watching them leave through the door, the man turned to the bosses who were shaking. The aura 

he radiated had turned extremely chilly. “You must abide by my rules if you wish to play here. Do you 

really think I wouldn’t know if they had cheated or not?” 

Having said that, he looked at the cards scattered on the table and said to the manager, “Bring me this 

deck of cards.” 

Having said that, he turned around and left. 

After the man took his leave, the bosses felt as though their bones had disappeared, as they slumped on 

their respective chairs. 

… 

When Zi Yi and the Lu Brothers walked to the first floor, Lu Yunxiao suddenly asked, “Sister-in-law, how 

did you do that?” 

Zi Yi knew what Lu Yunxiao was asking and she said, “Shadow.” 

Lu Yunxiao immediately understood. 

Zi Yi and Lu Jingye were still holding hands and they did not let go of each other, even when they arrived 

somewhere crowded. 

While walking, Zi Yi said, “That man seemed to have recognized you.” 

“Yep. There are only ten people in this world who have that black card. Everyone’s card is different and 

it’s normal for him to be able to recognize me from the card.” 

“Then will we be in trouble?” 

“No. This man knows what’s best for him.” 

“Isn’t he one of the bosses in the Bermuda Triangle?” 

“He is, but his identity is rather unique. He doesn’t get involved in the gangs here and only manages the 

clubhouse. As long as people do not cause trouble here, he doesn’t care about anything else.” 

Zi Yi breathed a sigh of relief and started her plans. “We made 400 million in one go.” 

Lu Jingye reminded her. “The clubhouse will draw 20% of it.” 

“In that case, we have a profit of 320 million. It’s definitely enough to buy the materials we need.” 



“It doesn’t matter if it’s not enough. We are not short of money.” 

“It feels better to use someone else’s money.” 

Lu Jingye smiled and asked, “Do you want to head over to the auction now or would you like to play 

around awhile more?” 

As soon as Zi Yi was about to respond, she heard the conversation between two individuals who walked 

past them. 

“I heard that the activity in basement level one is extremely exciting tonight. In order to get the reward 

money, there’s someone who dared to challenge the boxing champion.” 

“Really? Is that person sick of living? The fighting here is a life and death battle and the boxing champion 

has won for several months. To think that someone dared to challenge him.” 

“However, if they manage to win, I heard that the reward money is 200 million.” 

“Wow! So much?” 

“That’s right. What’s more, for that person to dare to challenge the boxing champion, they must be 

rather skilled too. Quick, let’s go. We will still be able to witness the most exciting moment.” 

Subsequently, the two of them quickened their pace. 

Zi Yi looked at Lu Jingye. “Oppa~ I also want to take a look.” 

Lu Jingye certainly would not have any objections. 

As such, the three of them went to the basement level one. 

The interior of the basement was simply world’s apart from the other floors. 

After they arrived, there were spiraling staircases all around the whole venue and the fighting ring was 

in the middle. 

The fighting ring was very big. Instead of those soft guardrails one would often see on TV, the whole 

platform was covered by a large cage. 

There was a display screen several meters large next to the fighting ring. Even those spectators who 

were sitting at the back could clearly see the fight. 

There was a flat ground about five meters wide under the fighting ring. It was where the rich people 

could watch the fight at close range. 

The moment they entered the place, sounds of cheering, cursing, and laughter hit them straight away. 

Zi Yi looked up at the large screen in front of her. It just so happened that she saw a familiar individual 

inside the fighting ring. He was getting hit in the stomach by the opponent’s elbow and the opponent 

looked as strong as a mountain. 

“He Fei?” 

Zi Yi was surprised. “To think that he dared to fight this man?” 



Lu Jingye glanced at the side. “He’s not participating voluntarily…” 

“How do you know that?” 

She originally assumed that He Fei was doing it for the 200 million reward money. 

Lu Jingye pointed at the black ribbon tied on He Fei’s arm shown on the large screen. 

“This black ribbon shows that he owes money here and is being forced to fight. As long as he wins, the 

debt will be written off.” 

Zi Yi was surprised. “He Fei is actually doing so badly here?” 

She always knew that He Fei and Ouyang Ming were at the Bermuda Triangle. 

“However, Little Loli told me before that He Fei and Ouyang Ming wanted to do business with one of the 

big bosses here. However, they were detained by that man instead.” 

“Yes, it should be due to this.” 

Lu Jingye asked Zi Yi, “Do you want to go down?” 

Zi Yi thought about it for a moment. Even though she disliked He Fei pestering her in the past, he did not 

do anything heinous towards her. Not to mention, his father had been killed by his uncle, and yet, he 

wasn’t able to rush back to send his father off. She felt a little sympathy for him and nodded. “Let’s go 

and take a look.” 

The three of them walked down the aisle. 

When they arrived at the bottom of the fighting ring, those rich people sitting around them got even 

more excited. 

Zi Yi checked the surroundings and saw a red-eyed Ouyang Ming who was shouting loudly to He Fei, 

asking him to hang on. 

Chapter 712: As Expected Of a Second-Generation Young Master That Doesn’t Know How To Use His 

Brain 

Zi Yi looked away from Ouyang Ming and turned to look at He Fei who was beaten up and lying on the 

ground with blood flowing out from the corner of his lips. He looked as if he was about to die. 

Just then, Lu Yunxiao said, “He’s about to die.” 

He then asked Zi Yi, “Sister-in-law, do you want to save him?” 

Zi Yi looked at He Fei who revealed despair and suffering in his eyes. In particular, the boxer who had a 

figure similar to that of a mountain had actually leaped up and wanted to crush He Fei’s thin body. 

“Save him.” 

The moment Zi Yi said that, there were excited screams coming from the audience. Those people 

obviously very much wanted to see He Fei crushed to death. 

However, when the strong man was about to slam against He Fei, something strange happened. 



He Fei had released a quick one inch punch1 and it landed on the opponent’s heart. 

Subsequently, everyone clearly saw the boxing champion’s twisted expression and disbelief. 

At the same time, his body was sent flying and he crashed against the cage before falling to the ground. 

His head tilted to the side and he died. 

He’s dead? 

The whole audience went out of control. 

“How is that possible! Andre is someone who has won the championships for several months and so 

how could he possibly be killed by a weak chicken?!” 

“Could it be that Andre got killed because there was something wrong with his body?” 

“That must be the case! Motherf*cker! I lost so much money!” 

“Motherf*cker! Why didn’t that weak chicken die earlier?” 

Curses sounded from among the crowd. 

He Fei felt his head buzzing and he looked at his hands in confusion. Right now, his whole body was 

numb with pain, and even breathing was difficult. He felt that he was still going to die. 

However, he clearly felt something grabbing his hand and punching the boxing champion. Moreover, his 

fist did not touch the opponent at all. What really attacked the heart of the boxing champion was the 

thing that grabbed his hand. 

Could it be… that they were really here? 

At the thought of this, He Fei got so anxious that he was almost out of oxygen. 

He felt that he was about to pass away any moment now. However, Ouyang Ming’s shout had brought 

him back. “Ah He, don’t close your eyes. We’ll send you to the hospital right away or else you’ll really 

die!” 

I’m going to die? 

He Fei felt a tingle. 

I can’t die! 

I haven’t avenged my father! I’m going to kill Lu Jingye! 

Just then, he heard a nice and familiar female voice. “Carry him out of there first.” 

He felt that his body was lifted up by two people. 

He did not know how long had passed when he was finally placed down on the floor. 

Subsequently, he heard that familiar voice again. “He Fei, I’m going to give you acupuncture right now. 

Bear with it.” 



He Fei scoffed deep down. 

He was already numb with pain and even if someone cut his body with a knife, he might not feel any of 

the sensation. What’s the need to bear with pain? 

“Ugh…” 

Looking at He Fei sweating buckets and his body convulsing constantly, Ouyang Ming could not hold 

back anymore and he shouted at Zi Yi, “You must be doing it on purpose! He Fei is already in such a state 

and yet, you’re still doing this to him!” 

Zi Yi did not bother to look at him and coldly said, “How about you take over from me instead then?” 

Ouyang Ming was stunned and only managed to get some words out a few seconds later. “We can send 

him to the doctor.” 

Zi Yi stopped her movements and said, “Sure, then send him to the doctors right now. I’d like to see if he 

stops breathing first, or if the doctor manages to rescue him first.” 

“You… Do you have a heart of steel? He Fei he…” 

A powerful aura suddenly pressed down on him and Lu Jingye’s extremely chilly voice sounded. “Throw 

him outside.” 

Before Ouyang Ming had the chance to react, Lu Yunxiao appeared next to him. Lu Yunxiao grabbed the 

back collar of his shirt, raised him up, and threw him outside the door. 

“Let go of me!” Ouyang Ming yelled continuously, “Lu Jingye, you are responsible for Uncle He’s death 

and yet you have the cheek to appear before He Fei? You must be thinking of killing He Fei too, so that 

he won’t have the chance to avenge his father! Lu Jingye, I curse you…” 

Ouyang Ming’s voice went further and further away and in the end, they could not hear anything from 

him. 

Zi Yi furrowed her eyebrows and looked at Lu Jingye. “They’re under the impression that you killed 

Second Master He?” 

Lu Jingye had already guessed the reason behind it. “The people here had intercepted the information 

and only revealed the previous speculation. The truth that was revealed at the end was not made known 

to them.” 

“Ha!” Zi Yi sneered. “The people here are trying to use He Fei to deal with me.” 

“That seems to be the case.” 

Zi Yi looked at He Fei who was lying there on the ground, while his whole body was spasming. She did 

not go easy on him with the needles. 

While inserting the needles, she mumbled, “As expected of a second-generation young master that 

doesn’t know how to use his brain.” 

He Fei had never experienced such pain ever before in his life. 



He originally thought that receiving the boxing champion’s punches was already painful enough. 

However, compared to the pain he was experiencing right now, the boxing champion’s punches seemed 

much gentler. 

“Who was it? Oh right, it’s that woman. She must hate me lots and lots and so is doing this on purpose. 

She has never been nice to me.” At the thought of this, He Fei inexplicably felt sad. 

Yet, at this time, he heard a voice that made him fear and hate at the same time. “He Fei, open your 

eyes.” 

This person still dares to order me around at this point in time? 

He Fei angrily opened his eyes and he wanted to personally ask why she was so vicious. 

Zi Yi looked at He Fei who opened his eyes and said, “Your internal organs were shifted and I gave them 

a push back into place earlier. At the same time, I gave you acupuncture to connect all your blood 

vessels. You’ll only have to lie down and rest for a few days.” 

He Fei, who was going to question her, was stunned. 

What did she just say? 

Zi Yi leaned over and looked into He Fei’s eyes. She then pointed a finger in front of his eyes and asked, 

“Do you know what this is?” 

He Fei subconsciously replied, “One.” 

Zi Yi retracted her hand and said to Lu Jingye, “Ah Jing, He Fei might have turned stupid.” 

He Fei took a deep breath and raised his voice. “I’m not an idiot.” 

After he raised his voice, he realized that his voice was so hoarse, similar to that of a broken hairdryer. 

Moreover, it was pitifully soft. 

Most importantly, it did not sound imposing at all. 

Lu Jingye caressed Zi Yi’s head and said, “Don’t play around.” 

He Fei felt that they were doing it on purpose. They were deliberately flirting in front of him! 

Just then, Lu Jingye said in a calm voice, “We won’t ask why you were in the fighting ring, but there’s 

something I’ll make clear to you. I didn’t kill Second Master He. Your information was blocked by people 

here.” 

He Fei subconsciously felt his mind buzzing, as if something had exploded inside. 

However, his eyes turned red. 

He knew that Lu Jingye would never shirk responsibility to someone else. 

Zi Yi who was standing next to Lu Jingye saw He Fei who was about to ‘ascend’ to the heavens. She then 

asked Lu Jingye, “Will he believe you? Why don’t we contact his mother instead?” 



The moment He Fei heard that they were planning to contact his mother, he became agitated. “Don’t!” 

He was already in such a miserable state right now. His father had been killed and he could not rush 

back either. Right now, his mother must hate him to death. He had to get better soon, so that he could 

return and plead for forgiveness. 

His heart felt as if it was being tightly clenched by someone. He was in so much pain that he could not 

breathe. In the end, He Fei spoke with great difficulty. “Save me.” 

Chapter 713: Lu Yunxiao Following Ouyang Ming. 

By the time Zi Yi and Lu Jingye walked out, only Lu Yunxiao was standing outside the door. 

They were currently in a utility room in the basement of the clubhouse. 

Zi Yi asked, “Where’s Ouyang Ming?” 

Lu Yunxiao said, “He left.” 

Zi Yi snorted coldly. “This guy isn’t a kind soul. I’m guessing he was the one who encouraged He Fei to 

fight with the boxing champion. What does he plan to do? To lure us out and wait for the people behind 

him to attack?” 

Lu Jingye looked at the long corridor outside the utility room and said, “He’s perfect.” 

It just so happens that he’s the perfect person that they could make use of. 

Lu Yunxiao said, “Something should be happening tonight. We’ll go back separately.” 

He planned to spy on Ouyang Ming himself. 

Lu Jingye nodded and Lu Yunxiao left immediately after. 

Zi Yi asked Lu Jingye, “What should we do now?” 

“We’ll arrange a place for He Fei first. We’ll still head to the basement level two later.” 

Having said that, Lu Jingye took out his phone and dialed a number. Subsequently, he held Zi Yi’s hand 

and headed outside. 

After Ouyang Ming left, he made his way to the third floor. 

The layout of the third floor was different from the second floor of the casino. The layout here was not 

as straightforward and easily accessible. Instead, it was full of twists and turns. It was possible that the 

room in front was Room One and the room next to it was Room 10. Therefore, it was practically 

impossible to move around without the guidance of the staff. 

However, there was not a single staff member on the third floor right now. The entire floor was eerily 

silent, giving off a creepy feeling. 

Ouyang Ming quickly took out his phone and dialed a number. 

The other party answered his call and Ouyang Ming said, “Ah He has been taken away by them. Where 

are you? I’ve already reached the third floor.” 



On the other side of the phone. “Turn left and go straight. Stop at Room Six and turn right.” 

Ouyang Ming followed the instructions given over the phone and made his way over. 

However, when he arrived outside Room Six, the other party suddenly asked, “Was anyone following 

you?” 

Ouyang Ming got a fright and he subconsciously wanted to turn around. 

It was as though the other party could see him and he said, “Don’t turn around.” 

Ouyang Ming felt his heartbeat quicken and he subconsciously swallowed his saliva. “I was taken out of 

the utility room by Lu Jingye’s bodyguard. I’ve not seen anyone other than the bodyguard, but they have 

invisible robots at their disposal.” 

When he spoke of this, he was breaking out in a cold sweat. 

A few seconds later, the other party said, “You can continue walking.” 

Ouyang Ming very much wanted to ask, “Aren’t you afraid that there might be invisible robots following 

me?” 

However, he dared not ask the question and followed the man’s instructions as he continued walking. 

After an nth number of turns, he finally reached the door of the room the other party had mentioned 

over the phone. 

When he opened the door, what appeared before him were several fierce-looking thugs. 

Ouyang Ming turned his body to the side and made his way inside. There were currently several people 

seated at the sofa area on the left side of the room. These were all Long Aotian’s capable men. 

Ouyang Ming looked at the man with a scar seated on a single-seater sofa, while being enveloped in 

smoke. He swallowed his saliva and just as he was about to speak… 

The man spoke first. “What reaction did he have?” 

Ouyang Ming clearly knew that he was asking about Lu Jingye’s reaction after saving He Fei. Ouyang 

Ming told them everything in detail. 

One of the middle-aged men seated beside the man laughed. “It seems like they did not suspect 

anything in the slightest.” 

Another woman said, “Not necessarily. Perhaps they might have rescued He Fei and after he regained 

consciousness, they told him the truth.” 

“What truth?” When Ouyang Ming heard that word, he found it somewhat strange. 

The woman stood up and walked to him. 

She had heavy makeup on and looked very beautiful. Her figure was even more explosive and she had 

worn clothes that purposely revealed half of her chest. With those towering peaks flashing before one’s 

eyes, no one could withstand them. 



However, Ouyang Ming did not dare to look in that direction. He had personally witnessed the cruelty of 

that woman. In her eyes, killing a man was no different from killing a chicken. 

The woman deliberately got close to Ouyang Ming and raised her finger that was painted with black nail 

polish and stroked Ouyang Ming’s face lovingly. 

Ouyang Ming felt goosebumps all over his back. 

“Every time I see your face, I feel like riding you hard underneath my body. It would be a beautiful sight 

to see.” 

Ouyang Ming looked at her with a gaze similar to that of a wolf. He knew that the woman liked it. 

Sure enough, her breathing hastened. 

Just then, a displeased voice sounded from the sofa area. “We are discussing business. If you want to 

play with men, go back and play.” 

The woman clicked her tongue discontentedly before she retracted her hands and walked away. 

Ouyang Ming sneered deep down. There will be a day that he will make these people follow under him. 

At the thought of this, Ouyang Ming made his way over. 

Just as he was about to speak, there were suddenly knocking sounds from the door. 

One of the thugs standing near the door asked, “Who is it?” 

“I’m a staff member and I’m here to deliver the drinks.” 

The whole room was on alert at the same time. 

The woman was the first to speak. “We didn’t order any drinks.” 

Another man said, “It seems like Lu Jingye’s men have caught up.” 

The woman sneered. “I’ll go take care of them and vent my anger at the same time.” 

Having said that, she stood up and headed towards the door. 

The others had also stood up. However, instead of heading towards the door, they headed towards 

another side. 

There was another secret door in this private room which led to another path. 

After the woman went out, she collided with the person standing outside the door with a cart. Without 

saying anything, she took out her dagger and stabbed him. 

The staff member reacted very quickly. His body dodged and at the same time, he pushed the cart 

towards the woman. 

There were two other thugs that came out together with that woman. 

The moment she dodged, the two thugs launched their attacks. 



The woman crossed her arms and looked at the staff member who was being besieged by the two thugs. 

A contemptuous smile curved up on her lips. 

However, the smile disappeared very soon. 

Looking at the two thugs who were knocked on the ground and groaning in pain, she revealed a stern 

expression. “Lu Jingye’s men are indeed powerful. However, I’d like to see if it’s you who is better, or my 

gun.” 

Having said that, she took out her gun and aimed at him. 

Lu Yunxiao looked at the woman and a cold glint flashed past his eyes. In the next second, his body 

moved. 

The woman pulled the trigger at the same time. 

BAM! 

Whoosh~ 

PA! 

When the gun in the woman’s hand was snatched away by a whip, she suddenly widened her eyes and 

said, “You are… uhmm!” 

She saw the bullet lodged into her chest and before she could utter the words out from her mouth, she 

no longer had the chance to speak. 

Lu Yunxiao put away the gun and strode into the room. However, as expected, it was empty. His gaze 

turned to the secret door. 

Just as he was about to chase after them, the lights in the room went out when he arrived in the middle 

of the room. 

Subsequently, he could hear clicking sounds. 

Lu Yunxiao quickly took out his phone and turned on the flashlight. He saw mechanical spiders crawling 

toward him from all directions and his expression turned chilly. 

His gaze turned to the crystal chandelier on the ceiling. 

When the mechanical spiders crawled over, the whip in his hand swung up. 

The whip gripped the upper part of the chandelier and his body swung towards the secret door. 

Subsequently, he put away the whip and walked out of the room. 

However, the moment he walked past the door, he found something amiss. The space in front of him 

seemed distorted. 

Chapter 714: Lu Yunxiao, My Name Is Anya. Just You Wait 

Lu Yunxiao had the space magnetic field disruptor that Zi Yi had passed to him previously. He took out a 

circular ball from his body and threw it in front of him. 



The magnetic field was broken and the space returned to normal. 

The moment it returned to normal, he was confronted by a group of people. 

Without saying anything, the other party fired at him. 

Lu Yunxiao quickly dodged to the side and while he dodged all the bullets, he had also fired at them. 

However, just as two shots were fired, the lights in the whole corridor went out. 

Subsequently, even more intense firepower came from the opponent’s side. 

Lu Yunxiao was dodging all the attacks and in the end, he opened a door and broke in. 

The moment he broke in, he made eye contact with a woman who was holding a glass of water and 

seemed as though she was just about to take a sip. 

The woman looked at the man who suddenly barged in and just as she was about to talk, Lu Yunxiao 

used his powerful oppressive aura and said, “Lend me this place for a minute.” 

The woman looked at the man who was leaning against the door and listening to the movements 

outside. When she was about to take a step forward, Lu Yunxiao turned his head and gave her a glance. 

That glance of his was extremely chilly. 

However, the woman did not get frightened. Instead, she laughed. She then took large strides over and 

stood next to him as they both listened to the movements outside. 

After listening for some time, she clicked her tongue and asked knowingly, “Are you being chased?” 

Lu Yunxiao kept his mouth shut and remained silent. 

The woman did not care either and continued asking, “Are you one of Lu Jingye’s men?” 

As expected, Lu Yunxiao did not reply and remained silent as usual. 

The woman was finally bored with his reaction and clicked her tongue. She stood there with her arms 

crossed and looked at Lu Yunxiao as she said, “The whole of the third floor has been reserved by Long 

Aotian. Do you think you can escape easily?” 

Lu Yunxiao, who originally planned to go out, suddenly stopped. The next second, he placed his knife 

against her waist. 

The woman looked at him in disbelief. “You’re biting the hand that just fed you?” 

Lu Yunxiao’s voice was cold and expressionless. “Since this floor is filled with Long Aotian’s men, you 

must be his subordinate too. If I take you as a hostage, they won’t do anything to me.” 

The woman opened her mouth and took a long time before she said, “Your reasoning seems good, but 

how are you so sure that they will care about me? You must know that Long Aotian has mentioned this 

before. Whenever his men encounter the enemy, unless the hostage is himself, his men should make 

the hostage become the ‘hero’ of the gang by dying.” 



Lu Yunxiao looked at her. He was still as expressionless as before. “They won’t be able to randomly kill a 

woman in this Heaven’s Room.” 

Having said that, his knife approached her and he said, “Turn on the lights for the whole corridor.” 

The woman was unhappy, but she did not resist. She merely said, “You should look for the manager for 

such tasks.” 

Lu Yunxiao pondered for two seconds and said, “There must be a way downstairs from this room. Lead 

the way.” 

The woman clicked her tongue. “You’re so rude to me. Why should I lead the way?” 

With that, her body slid down like a loach and she quickly escaped the danger posed by the dagger and 

retreated. 

Just as she was secretly pleased with herself, she was pulled by her waist and in the next second, the 

knife was held against her waist. This time, the knife was not as polite as before. 

“If you move again, I’ll kill you.” 

The woman looked at Lu Yunxiao’s ordinary-looking face and found it somewhat off. 

However, Lu Yunxiao did not give her the chance to continue examining his face as he said, “Lead the 

way.” 

A glint flashed past her eyes and there was a faint purple color in her black pupils. She nodded her head 

and said, “Alright then, follow me.” 

She tried taking a step forward. 

“Wait.” 

As soon as Lu Yunxiao said that, the woman turned her head and opened her mouth. A pill slipped 

directly into her mouth. 

“Ugh…” After blanking out for a moment, the woman narrowed her eyes. “What did you feed me?” 

“Poison,” Lu Yunxiao said expressionlessly, “As long as you don’t play any tricks, I’ll give you the antidote 

when we get downstairs.” 

The woman looked at him with a weird gaze and said, “You’re not one of Lu Jingye’s men! You are… one 

of Lu Yunxiao’s men, right?” 

“You’re asking too many questions.” 

However, the woman smiled and she purposely tested him. “You are Lu Yunxiao.” 

What answered her was his knife tearing her clothes and the pain from the knife pressing against her 

skin. 

The woman finally kept her mouth shut and took him to the left side of the room. 

There was a washroom on the left. Unexpectedly, the secret door was inside the washroom. 



The woman opened the secret door and said, “This can lead to the utility room on the first floor.” 

“Walk.” 

The woman turned around and glanced at him before she took a step inside. 

Behind the secret door was a narrow passage. The whole passage was dark and narrow and when most 

people took this kind of route, they would feel suffocated. However, Lu Yunxiao was accustomed to this 

type of place and he did not feel anything. 

His eyes were able to see in the dark. When he saw the woman reaching her hands into her cloth bag, Lu 

Yunxiao warned her. “You better not make any moves.” 

Having said that, his knife pressed against her harder. A faint scent of blood could be smelled in the 

narrow passage and the woman’s faint breathing sounds. 

She furrowed her brows and expressed her dissatisfaction. “Can you be a little more gentlemanly?” 

Lu Yunxiao’s flat voice sounded. “No.” 

The woman’s voice suddenly became weird. “You must be Lu Yunxiao, the killing machine of the Lu 

Family.” 

Lu Yunxiao did not bother answering her. 

“Lu Yunxiao, my name is Anya. Just you wait. The next time I see you, I’ll definitely take revenge for 

today.” 

As usual, there was no response. 

Anya had also shut her mouth. 

The both of them walked in the narrow passage for nearly three minutes before the space before them 

widened up. Very soon, there was a door in front of them. 

Anya walked over and was about to open the door. 

Lu Yunxiao stopped her with a low voice. “Wait a minute.” 

Anya’s hands paused and the next second, an apology sounded in her ears. “Sorry.” 

In the next second, she felt a strong incoming wind that struck the back of her neck. 

Anya had been prepared in advance. When the strong wind came, she quickly titled her head and 

successfully avoided the acupuncture points. 

She held back the urge to yelp when the hand struck the back of her head and she fell down softly. 

Lu Yunxiao pulled the door open and left. 

After a minute later, there were knocking sounds coming from the door. What followed after was a 

deep voice. “Anya.” 



Anya responded with a groan. Her neck still hurt and she was currently regretting it deep down. She 

should have let Lu Yunxiao knock her unconscious instead. 

The door was pushed open and strong rays of light came shining in. A tall figure stood by the door like a 

guard. 

The tall figure said in a teasing voice, “It seems like Lu Jingye’s men were not nice to you at all.” 

Anya got angry. “Bro, can’t you see that I’m dying from pain? Can’t you send some sibling love and help 

me rub my neck?” 

The man ended up coming over and he squatted in front of her. The light from outside finally shone in. 

Anya asked, “Where did that person go?” 

“He went up again.” 

“…This person is even more ruthless than I thought.” 

“Sis, why does your tone of voice sound as if you are admiring him?” 

Anya sneered. “At least the Lu Family members know how to take care of their people. They’re not like 

you. In order to watch a good show, you didn’t even care about your biological sister. If not for the fact 

that he suddenly barged into my room, I wouldn’t even know that you rented out the entire third floor.” 

The man massaged her neck gently but ended up saying, “I thought you could protect yourself.” 

Chapter 715: Can’t It Be That My Period Came? 

Anya wanted to give him a slap on the face when she heard his remark. However, she noticed that the 

wound on her waist was rather painful when she moved. She took a deep breath and at the same time, 

she recalled that the man had yet to give her the antidote. 

Anya: “…” 

She had unexpectedly forgotten to ask for the antidote from him. 

After a moment of silence, Anya suddenly said, “Ange, I might die from poison.” 

Ange’s focus was somewhat off as he complained. “Call me Brother. Even if you’re about to die, I’m still 

your brother.” 

As soon as Ange said that, his nose picked up a scent and he asked in a heavy voice, “Why do you have 

the smell of blood on you?” 

Anya laughed and said, “Is that the main point?” 

Ange replied, “How isn’t it important? People from our family cannot bleed.” 

Anya’s lips twitched and she said discontentedly, “Can’t it be that my period came?” 

Ange looked at her eyes which turned slightly purple when she got angry and he ended up 

compromising. “Alright then.” 



He reminded her. “You’re a doctor. Shouldn’t you know very well what you were fed with?” He couldn’t 

tell that she was dying at all. 

Anya said, “It’s poison.” 

Ange looked at her for a few seconds. “Then what are you planning to do?” 

“Go and help that man. After he finishes his task, arrest him.” 

“What for? I don’t dare to arrest Lu Jingye’s men.” 

“Are you joking with me?” 

Anya pushed his arms and said, “Turn around and carry me.” 

“Nope, my back is reserved for my future wife.” 

“Haha. I’ve checked your future for you. You are destined to remain single your whole life and so it will 

be your luck to have carried me on your back.” 

“When did you check my future?” 

“When you chose to ignore your own sister’s injury.” 

Ange ended up resigning to his fate. He turned around and squatted in front of her. He made an 

irritating remark. “You have such a poisonous mouth, how are you going to be able to get married in the 

future?” 

Anya threw herself on his back and after Ange stood up, she said, “No need for your concern. Just catch 

that person first.” 

“Alright, alright~” 

Their voices soon disappeared outside the corridor. 

… 

After Lu Yunxiao went down, he went back up to the third floor. However, he had gotten Night to 

contact Zi Yi. 

Zi Yi sent Shadow and Little Loli to assist him. 

Even though the female worm wasn’t around in the clubhouse, Lu Yunxiao had swiftly taken care of the 

people on the third floor with a few invisible robots. 

Just when he walked down the staircase from the third floor to the second floor as he was about to 

head to basement level two, the boss of the clubhouse led a large number of men to block him. 

Ange crossed his arms and leaned his waist against the railing. His voice did not seem to be very kind. 

“You injured my sister and so isn’t it right for you to give me an explanation?” 

Lu Yunxiao looked at him expressionlessly and said, “Sorry.” 

Ange walked up to him crossly. 



Both of them were around the same height. Ange originally wanted to look him in the eye and curb him 

with his gaze. 

However, Ange looked away after making eye contact for a few seconds. At the same time, he laughed. 

“I finally know why Anya is asking me to arrest you. You must be Lu Yunxiao, correct? 

“Lu Yunxiao, the Lu Family’s Third Young Master. It seems like you were really rude to my younger 

sister?” 

Having said that, his expression turned fierce. “No matter how skilled you are, you’re not allowed to 

injure my sister. I’m giving you two choices right now. Number one, I’ll reveal your identity. Number 

two, go and apologize to my sister.” 

Lu Yunxiao looked at him expressionlessly. 

Ange had unexpectedly felt slight traces of pressure. 

He could not help but be stunned. 

As expected of Lu Yunxiao. This aura of his is too… chilly. 

He wondered what Anya was thinking for her to dare to provoke such a person. 

Ange crossed his arms again. He felt that he was able to better compete with Lu Yunxiao’s imposing aura 

this way. 

“Third Young Master Lu, take your pick.” 

Lu Yunxiao spoke. “Apologize.” 

Ange somehow breathed a sigh of relief deep down inside. 

It seems like the Third Young Master Lu merely had a cold personality but he was still reasonable. 

He did not continue making things difficult for him and took him to one side. 

Unexpectedly, there was another hidden room on this level and Anya was currently waiting inside there. 

When Ange led Lu Yunxiao inside, Anya was currently leaning against the sofa. She had changed her 

clothes and wore a set of dark sportswear. Her hair was braided into two braids that hung on her chest. 

Her large eyes were staring at the man walking in and she expressed her displeasure. “I didn’t expect 

you to be someone who goes back on your words. You didn’t give me the antidote.” 

Lu Yunxiao took out a medicinal bottle and poured out a pill before handing it to her. 

Anya took the pill but she did not immediately eat it as she continued looking at him. 

Lu Yunxiao opened his mouth. “Apologies.” 

Anya stared at him. “If apologizing is useful, why is there still a need to fight? You injured my waist and it 

may even cause me to get sick. How are you going to compensate for it?” 

Lu Yunxiao looked at her with his lips tightening. 



Anya: spoke up again. “My waist injury most likely won’t be able to be cured without a 10 million 

compensation.” 

Ange, who was standing beside them, was surprised. 

When did his sister learn to extort money from people? 

What he hadn’t expected was that Lu Yunxiao actually agreed to her terms. 

He took out a card from his pockets and said, “There’s 10 million inside.” 

He then passed the card to her. “The password is the middle 6 digits.” 

Anya took the bank card and Lu Yunxiao turned to leave. 

She did not stop him and merely stared at his back with her eyes slightly narrowed. 

After Lu Yunxiao left, Ange snorted. “To think that you had extorted so much from him and he didn’t 

even bother bargaining.” 

Anya looked at the bank card in her hands and smiled. “His sister-in-law extorted 100,000 from me 

previously and it’s not too much for me to extort 10 million from him, right?” 

“…” 

… 

When Zi Yi and Lu Jingye went down to basement level two, the auction had yet to start. 

Everyone would receive a number plate at the entrance. When the auction starts, they can just hold up 

the number plate if they wish to bid for an item. 

The both of them took their number plate, went in, and found some seats in a rather remote corner to 

sit down on. Zi Yi glanced at the time. “I wonder how the situation is at Yunxiao’s side?” 

Lu Jingye on the other hand was not worried about him. “He will take care of them before coming over.” 

Zi Yi nodded her head. She reached out to take the auction list that was placed on the table in front of 

them. 

“Twenty items will be auctioned today and I need these.” 

Lu Jingye tilted his head and looked at the auction list in her hand. “Alright. We’ll bid for these items 

when they come out.” 

He saw that there was a piece of jewelry to be auctioned and asked, “Do you like this?” 

It was a priceless piece of jewelry and can be considered to be an antique. It was transferred over from 

Europe and it was rather obvious that it was a stolen item. 

Zi Yi did not like it. “Why should I buy possessions of the dead?” 

Lu Jingye smiled. His young lady didn’t like any valuable jewelry and this made it difficult for him to 

spend money on her. “Then what do you like?” 



Zi Yi looked at the auction list and her fingers tapped on something. It was the woman from the Mei 

Race. 

Lu Jingye furrowed his brows. “Not this.” 

“Why? I’m curious about them.” 

Lu Jingye put down the auction list, turned to look at her, and said in a serious tone, “Women from the 

Mei Race aren’t as beautiful as you are. There’s no need for you to be curious about them.” 

Chapter 716: Lu Yunxiao Said: I Injured Someone and Compensated Them 100 Million 

Zi Yi was stunned for two seconds and smiled. She quickly gave him a peck on the lips and said, “I only 

wanted to see how capable the women from the Mei Race are in the art of seduction.” 

“They will bring her out later and you can take a look.” Lu Jingye added. “You don’t have to learn from 

her.” 

His wife had no awareness of how attractive and charming she was and he was vexed over this. 

Zi Yi dismissed the idea of bidding for the woman after Lu Jingye said that and she continued looking 

through the auction list. 

The items put up for auction were basically not suitable to be exposed to the public. Therefore, even if a 

customer manages to bid for the item, the clubhouse would keep their identity secret and would not 

reveal any information about the buyer. 

Zi Yi liked this aspect very much. 

The two of them did not wait for long until the auction started. 

The first item for auction was a martial arts sword from Country R. 

“This martial arts sword was used by the most famous general in Country R and it’s said that he has 

been using this sword ever since he started going to war…” 

The host started boasting about the sword as if it was a mythical sword. Zi Yi muttered to herself, “This 

sword merely contains a few elements that make it harder than ordinary swords and yet, it is being 

described as if it is a mythical sword? If I were to add some elements not available on Earth, wouldn’t it 

be invincible in this world?” 

Lu Jingye was amused by his wife’s roasting and said, “Usually people from Country R would purchase 

this type of sword. It can be considered as spiritual sustenance.” 

After the host finished introducing that martial arts sword, sure enough, several people started bidding 

for it. 

Unexpectedly, the final auction price was higher than Zi Yi had thought it would be. 

The second auction item was the woman from the Mei Race. 



She was scantily dressed and only her key areas were covered. Moreover, she wore small bells around 

her wrists, ankles, and waist. She was locked up in a golden cage and pushed out onto the stage by the 

staff. 

The woman was indeed pretty, and in particular, those eyes of hers seemed to possess the ability to 

attract people. 

Instantly, the audience was stirred. 

Zi Yi looked into that woman’s eyes for a few seconds before she turned to look at Lu Jingye sitting next 

to her. 

She did not expect to make eye contact with him. 

Zi Yi pushed his arm. “Ah Jing, why aren’t you looking at that woman?” 

“She’s not as attractive as you are.” 

Zi Yi’s lips slightly curved up and she nodded confidently. “That’s right, she’s not as attractive as I am. 

Moreover, I discovered something. That woman’s eyes can hypnotize people.” 

Lu Jingye was not surprised and nodded. 

Zi Yi pulled his sleeve again. “Ah Jing, is the patriarch of the Mei Race a man or a woman?” 

“A Man.” 

Zi Yi did not ask anything else. She had more or less guessed what the organization trained these women 

for. 

The audience started to raise their bids. 

The competition was very fierce. 

In the end, the final auction price was more than 100 million. 

“These people are bidding for her and the most likely usage for her would be to be given away, right?” 

“Yes.” Lu Jingye saw how curious his wife was and added. “If she was to be sent to aristocratic families, 

it would reap them great benefits.” 

The bidding time for the Mei Race woman was rather long and it took some time before the next item 

was auctioned. 

The item auctioned was a piece of special crystal, which was what Zi Yi needed. 

There were not many bidders for this item, but there seemed to be someone who was fighting over the 

item with Zi Yi. Every time Zi Yi raised her number plate, the other party would do the same. 

When the price of the item exceeded the base price by severalfold, many people were surprised. 

Zi Yi furrowed her brows. 

Lu Jingye asked, “Does that female worm know what items can be used to block her sonic soundwave?” 



“She knows, but she doesn’t know that what we need can be extracted from this crystal. It’s likely that 

the female worm sent people here to bid for anything that was related to energy stones.” 

After Lu Jingye heard what she said, he took the number plate from her hands and drew a symbol on it 

before he held up the plate. 

Zi Yi was curious as to what he drew the symbol for. 

Subsequently, the host’s excited voice sounded. “We have customers bidding 500 million for this crystal. 

Is there anyone else bidding a higher price?” 

His words immediately caused a great commotion. 

The crystal’s base price was only 500k and yet, right now it has increased to 500 million! 

The other party hesitated but ended up adding an additional 10 million. 

Lu Jingye added another stroke on the number plate. 

The host’s excited voice sounded once again. “That customer has increased the bidding price to 600 

million. Does the other customer intend to continue increasing the price?” 

The whole auction house went silent. 

Even though the participants of this auction were all rich bosses, who would pay 600 million for a stone 

that was of no use in their eyes? 

When the host did not see the other party raising the number plate, he started counting down, and 

soon, Lu Jingye had successfully bid for the crystal. 

Everyone in the auction house was guessing who had gotten the piece of stone. 

The host started introducing the next auction item. 

Just then, Lu Jingye received Lu Yunxiao’s phone call. Lu Jingye answered it and then said to Zi Yi, 

“Yunxiao encountered some trouble on his end. The third floor is controlled by a magnetic space field.” 

Zi Yi said, “I’ll get Shadow and Little Loli to assist him.” 

Having said that, she took out her phone and quickly sent Shadow and Little Loli a message. 

The auction continued and in the latter part of the auction, they managed to bid successfully for two 

other items. 

They managed to get the remaining two items at a low price. 

Lu Yunxiao only managed to meet with them when it was the second half of the auction. 

He said to the two of them, “Things on my end have been settled.” 

Lu Jingye patted his shoulders and said, “Take a seat and rest. We’ll go back once the auction is over.” 

Lu Yunxiao nodded his head and sat down. 



None of them were interested in the remaining items put up for auction. When the auction ended, Lu 

Jingye made a phone call and got one of his bodyguards to collect the items, while they left the venue. 

Unexpectedly, as soon as they reached the entrance, they were stopped by a manager. 

“Sir, my boss told me to hand this over to you. He mentioned that his sister is not sensible and hopes 

that you can forgive her. If you visit the clubhouse in the future, you can enjoy the VIP service.” 

The manager handed them a black card laced with gold and there were the words VIP printed on it. 

Zi Yi looked at the card and asked curiously, “Yunxiao, what did you do?” 

Lu Yunxiao said, “I injured someone and compensated them 100 million.” 

“Oh, if you hurt an innocent person, you should indeed compensate them.” Not to mention, it was the 

younger sister of the clubhouse owner. However, Zi Yi was more concerned about something else. “Was 

she badly hurt?” 

Lu Yunxiao did not know how to explain and so he kept his mouth shut. 

Zi Yi saw his behavior and subconsciously looked at Lu Jingye. 

Lu Jingye asked, “What did you do?” 

Lu Yunxiao replied, “I put a knife against her waist and chopped the back of her neck.” 

Lu Jingye concluded. “He tore the skin on the young lady’s waist and injured her neck.” 

Zi Yi was silent for a few seconds before she asked with a complicated expression, “…So you 

compensated the other party 100 million?” 

Lu Yunxiao nodded his head expressionlessly. 

Zi Yi felt her heartache. 

Wasn’t Lu Yunxiao obviously taken advantage of? It’s no wonder the boss would feel bad and gift them a 

VIP card. 

Chapter 717: Is Sister-in-law Pregnant? 

Zi Yi did not say anything in front of the manager. After they returned to the car she started educating Lu 

Yunxiao. “If you encounter such people who are clearly taking advantage of you, you have to bargain 

with them. The money you have earned is what you have exchanged for by fighting with your life on the 

line and you should cherish it. Otherwise, if someone else blackmails you in the future, you’ll have 

worked for nothing!” 

Zi Yi did not care if it was her money. To her, earning money was just a matter of minutes and so she 

asked, “You gave the other party 100 million, do you still have money to spend? If you don’t have 

enough, I’ll get Ah Jing to transfer you a few hundred million.” 

Lu Yunxiao looked at Zi Yi and his heart felt warm. 

So it turns out… the feeling of having a sister-in-law was like this. 



1 

He replied, “I have money.” 

Lu Jingye explained on his behalf. “I am managing the main bulk of Yunxiao’s money. He has also earned 

quite a bit all these years.” 

Since Lu Jingye said that he had earned quite a bit, that meant that he had earned a lot. 

After Zi Yi was assured that Lu Yunxiao would not suffer from a lack of money, she said, “Even if you are 

rich, you shouldn’t give so much when you encounter such blatant blackmailing. No one’s money drops 

down from the tree.” 

Lu Yunxiao nodded his head. “Ok.” 
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After the car drove back to their villa, the three of them did not stay idle. Under Zi Yi’s command, the 

two brothers helped her prepare a lab. Lu Yunxiao was responsible for their safety, while Lu Jingye acted 

as Zi Yi’s assistant and they started to refine a shield for the sonic soundwave attack. 

Zi Yi got Lu Jingye to turn on the super furnace and said, “The meteorite we need should reach us by 

tomorrow. Let’s refine the other materials first, so that we don’t have to rush tomorrow.” 

The equipment here was too backward. If they were in the interstellar era, these things can be done in 

an hour or two. Moreover,it was fully automated. However, it could not be done here. Zi Yi had to 

personally complete every refining procedure. 

“After the laboratory is built, the first thing I must do is to create a set of super-intelligent refining 

machines. This type of manual work is too tiring.” 

Lu Jingye could not bear to see her suffer and said, “You can teach me how to refine them. I’ll refine 

them while you can go take a nap.” 
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“No, I want to be with you.” Zi Yi was rather clingy toward Lu Jingye sometimes. “I can’t sleep if you 

don’t hold me in your arms.” 
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Lu Jingye’s lips unconsciously curved up and he raised his hand to touch her head. 

Zi Yi blinked her eyes and said, “But I’ll teach you how to refine it, so that I can stand by and direct you 

instead.” 

“Okay.” 

Throughout the entire night, Zi Yi had taught Lu Jingye how to refine this type of special material. 

However, during this time the villa was besieged by several groups of people. 



But with Lu Yunxiao and a group of invisible robots guarding the place, none of the groups could even 

approach the villa before they were all wiped out. 

It was normal for people to die here. 

Perhaps it might be a life-and-death struggle one second ago but in the next second, the two bosses 

would be laughing and drinking together. 

At around 6 a.m. in the morning, the meteorite Zi Yi needed had arrived. 

Zi Yi got Shadow to guard the stone, while she and Lu Jingye went to eat breakfast. 

Their breakfast was relatively simple. It consisted of porridge, steamed buns, steamed bread, eggs, and a 

few appetizers. 

Zi Yi had stayed up all night and she did not have much of an appetite, so she only drank the porridge. 

Lu Yunxiao told them about what happened last night. 

“A total of five groups came and they are respectively…” 

He could accurately discern the group and the man behind the attack without investigating. 

Zi Yi snorted and laughed. “These people had sent so many people but were all taken care of by Yunxiao. 

Do you think they will openly come and find fault today?” 

“They won’t dare,” Lu Jingye said, “In this place, whoever is more powerful is the boss. If they dare to 

come, we’ll just take care of them.” 

Lu Jingye finished speaking and peeled an egg for her. “Why is your appetite so bad?” 

Zi Yi had stayed up all night before in the past and she would still remain full of energy the next day. She 

had never looked like how she was right now as if she was tired and weary. 

Zi Yi pouted. “I don’t know either. I just don’t feel like eating.” 

Having said that, she pushed away the egg Lu Jingye handed to her. “I don’t want to eat eggs. I’m losing 

my appetite just by looking at it.” 

She then ate one of the appetizers and said, “I’ll eat this.” 

Lu Jingye furrowed his brow. “Eggs are nutritious. You should at least eat one, otherwise you won’t be 

able to endure past 12 p.m. today.” 

“I don’t want to eat.” 

This was the first time Zi Yi had ever thrown a tantrum. Lu Jingye touched her forehead and breathed a 

sigh of relief after ensuring she was not sick. 

Just then, Lu Yunxiao suddenly asked, “Is sister-in-law pregnant?” 
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Zi Yi and Lu Jingye were momentarily stunned. 



In the next second, Zi Yi put down her chopsticks and checked her pulse. 

Lu Jingye stared at her. He had a calm expression, but he was gripping the chopsticks tightly. 

After Zi Yi checked her pulse, her lips curved up and she nodded her head. “I am indeed pregnant.” 
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In the next second, Lu Jingye hugged her tightly. 

Zi Yi could feel Lu Jingye’s excitement and similarly, she was also excited. “Let’s tell Mom the good news 

later.” 

“Okay.” 

Lu Jingye hugged her for an extended period of time before releasing her and he said, “I’ll go fry two 

eggs for you. You have to keep up with the nutrition now that you’re pregnant.” 

Zi Yi nodded her head. 

Lu Jingye stood up and headed to the kitchen. 

Looking at his footsteps that were faster than usual, the smile on Zi Yi’s face deepened. 

Soon, Lu Jingye came out with two fried eggs. 

Zi Yi liked eating fried eggs more and so she ate everything under Lu Jingye’s watchful stare. 

“What do you feel like eating in the afternoon? I’ll cook it for you.” 

He planned to cook all her meals in the future, as he would be more at ease that way. 

Zi Yi thought about it and said, “I want to eat something that is flavourful.” 

“Okay.” 

Lu Yunxiao who was sitting quietly and eating breakfast was in fact, very happy deep down inside. He 

just did not know how to express his happiness. He ended up asking, “Sister-in-law is pregnant, so can 

she still head over to the laboratory?” 
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Lu Jingye was also concerned about this. “I’ll go to the lab alone later, you should rest.” 

“No, you don’t know how to refine the elements inside the meteorite. I have to personally do it.” 

Having said that, she smiled and held the back of his hand. When Lu Jingye flipped his hand and grabbed 

her hand, she said, “Don’t worry, I have a magnetic field shield. These materials have no effect on me.” 

Lu Jingye was still worried. “You have to rest.” 

Lu Yunxiao also agreed. “Your body is more important.” 

Zi Yi thought about it and said, “In that case, I’ll teach you in the morning, while I rest in the afternoon, 

okay?” 



“Okay.” 

As such, Zi Yi and Lu Jingye were cooped up in the laboratory for the whole of the morning. 

A few subordinates of the various bosses in this area had come to pay a visit. There were even some 

who brought gifts. 

There were Shadow and Little Loli to take care of these matters and so nothing went wrong. 

However, at noon, someone else came to send gifts. 

The person who came was a slightly famous boss around here. 

Lu Jingye was currently in the kitchen cooking, while Zi Yi was having a video call with Mrs. Lu in the 

living room. 

When Mrs. Lu learned that Zi Yi was pregnant, her eyes turned red due to joy. 

After moments of happiness, she started to get worried. “The both of you are at the Bermuda Triangle 

and there are enemies all around you. You have to pay more attention and don’t let those people harm 

you.” 

Chapter 718: Mom, So Do You Want a Boy or Girl? 

“Mom, don’t you worry. I have Ah Jing and Yunxiao protecting me and there are also robots here. Those 

people can’t even appear in front of me.” 

How could Mrs. Lu be at ease? She got even more worried. “Why don’t you come back first? Let Jingye 

and Yunxiao settle the problems.” 

“No~” Zi Yi acted spoiled. “I want to stay with Ah Jing.” 

Mrs. Lu was softened by Zi Yi’s display of cuteness and she deliberately teased her. “You’re someone 

who’s about to be a mother, how can you still be so clingy.” 

Zi Yi smiled. “I will still cling to Ah Jing even after I become a mother.” 

Mrs. Lu smiled and said, “Haha, alright, alright. I’ll take care of your babies for you and you can cling 

onto him however you like.” 

Speaking of which, she asked excitedly. “Are you able to check if it’s a boy or girl at this stage? So that I 

can start preparing now… let me count. You will most likely be giving birth in August and the weather 

will be warm by then. I’ll prepare some summer clothes for the baby.” 

Speaking of this, she changed her tune. “Forget it, don’t tell me if it’s a boy or girl. I’ll be able to look 

forward to the baby’s birth regardless. Be it a boy or a girl, I like them both. I’ll prepare clothes for both 

genders and let the baby wear them after it’s born.” 

Zi Yi listened to Mrs. Lu chattering on and on and the smile on her lips had not disappeared at all. 

Mrs. Lu was also the same. She even said, “I’ll inform your grandfather and your family of this good 

news later. They will definitely be extremely happy. 



“Oh, I still have to prepare quilts and a crib for the baby.” 

Zi Yi waited for Mrs. Lu to finish talking before she suddenly asked, “Mom, so do you want a boy or girl?” 

Mrs. Lu smiled and said, “Didn’t I say I like them both? Our family doesn’t discriminate.” 

“Hehe. In that case, I’ll have one of each. Would it be too troublesome for you to take care of them?” 

Mrs. Lu smiled even brighter than before. “If that’s really the case, I’ll be even happier! There’s nothing I 

can’t handle.” 

Speaking of this, she added. “I’ll go and sign up for a training class later and ensure that both babies will 

be well taken care of.” 

She suddenly thought of something and said, “However, our family doesn’t have a history of twins being 

born. Would you be able to be pregnant with twins and not to mention, a boy and a girl?” 

“Yes. I’ll just change the genes.” 
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This type of thing was extremely easy for Zi Yi. 

Mrs. Lu became even happier. 

Just as they were about to continue chatting, Shadow came in just then and said, “Master, someone 

outside is asking to meet with you and your husband. They said that they are here to send gifts to both 

of you.” 

Before Zi Yi had the chance to speak, Mrs. Lu expressed her displeasure. “The gifts sent by those people 

there are definitely not simple. Yiyi, you should just stop such people at the door and ignore them.” 

Zi Yi nodded her head. “We don’t entertain them. There were many who came with gifts and we got 

people to stop them outside the door.” 

However, she still ended up asking Shadow, “What did they send?” 

“Two women.” 

Zi Yi: “…” 

Mrs. Lu got even angrier. “These people are too much. How dare they send women to my son?!” 

Zi Yi hastily appeased Mrs. Lu. “Mom, don’t be angry. Ah Jing won’t like those women anyways.” 

Just then, Shadow added. “And two men.” 

Zi Yi: “…” 
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Mrs. Lu: “…” 

Just then, Lu Jingye, who was supposedly cooking in the kitchen, appeared at the door with a spatula in 

hand. He faced Shadow with a calm expression and said, “Send them packing right away.” 



Having said that, he returned to the kitchen. 

Zi Yi and Mrs. Lu looked at each other across the screen. 

Subsequently, Mrs. Lu smiled. “Don’t tell me this child has been listening to our conversation all along?” 

Zi Yi tilted her head and looked in the direction of the kitchen and said to Mrs. Lu, “I’m not far away 

from the kitchen.” 

Therefore, it was normal that Lu Jingye could hear their conversation. 

Mrs. Lu thought of how her son was jealous earlier and she burst out laughing. 

After she had a great laugh, she asked, “Where’s Yunxiao? Is he with the two of you?” 

“He’s here, but he went out just moments ago.” 

Zi Yi said she wanted to eat some fresh fruit and it just so happened that Lu Yunxiao had something to 

do outside, and so he said he would bring some back for her. 

Mrs. Lu waited for Lu Jingye to finish cooking and told him some things to take care of before turning off 

the video call. 

Zi Yi turned her head and looked at Lu Jingye with a smile on her face as they sat at the table. 

Lu Jingye scooped a bowl of soup for her and lectured her. “In the future, if anyone sends men or 

women over, throw them out without any hesitation. You’re not allowed to be curious about them.” 
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Zi Yi was indeed curious. If not for the fact that she was having a video call with Mom, she would have 

definitely gone out to take a look. 

Zi Yi pretended not to hear him even though her intentions had been exposed. She scooped up the soup 

and drank it slowly. 

In the next second, a large palm covered her head and rubbed her hair. “Naughty girl.” 

“Hehe.” 

Lu Yunxiao only came back after they finished their meal. He was carrying a bag of fruit that seemed to 

have just been harvested from the tree. 

Lu Jingye took the bag and said, “I left some dishes for you in the kitchen. After you’re done, I have 

something to discuss with you.” 

Lu Yunxiao nodded his head. He headed to the kitchen, ate everything in two to three mouthfuls and 

came out. 

Zi Yi was rather tired at this time, and so she leaned her head on Lu Jingye’s shoulders. 

Lu Jingye hugged her and said, “Go to bed and sleep if you’re tired.” 

“I want to eat some fruit before I sleep.” 



Lu Jingye took a fruit and peeled the skin off for her. 

Lu Yunxiao walked over and sat on the opposite sofa. 

The two brothers started discussing the matters of visiting Long Aotian tomorrow. 

Zi Yi was originally listening to their conversation seriously. 

However, she slowly fell asleep. 

The moment Lu Jingye sensed her breathing turning sluggish, he motioned for Lu Yunxiao to hold on. He 

then carried Zi Yi in a princess carry and sent her upstairs. 

… 

On the other side. 

Lu Jingye had arranged for He Fei to stay in another hotel. 

He Fei was in a semi-conscious state. However, as he had something on his mind, he wanted to regain 

full consciousness soon. At the same time, he wanted to inform Ouyang Ming of what he knew. 

While he waited for ages and was about to lose his patience, Ouyang Ming finally came. 

He had disguised as a hotel cleaner and snuck in. 

When He Fei sensed someone in the room, he opened his eyes. 

The moment he saw Ouyang Ming, who was wearing the hotel’s uniform and wearing a mask, he was 

surprised. “Ah Ming, you…” 

“Shhh, don’t speak.” Ouyang Ming quickly came to the bedside and said, “I came here secretly. Ah He, 

I’ll just tell you a few things and so listen clearly.” 

He Fei saw Ouyang Ming’s serious expression and nodded. 

Ouyang Ming said, “Long Aotian will be inviting Lu Jingye and Zi Yi to his place for a meal. Do you know 

how much preparation Long Aotian did? They will definitely be able to take care of him this time.” 

The moment He Fei heard Ouyang Ming’s words, he suddenly felt anxious. However, he was unable to 

speak easily nor was he able to move and so he only ended up saying, “Don’t let them go!” 

Ouyang Ming misunderstood what he meant and thought that He Fei wanted to personally avenge his 

father’s death. “We can’t take care of Lu Jingye at all. Why shouldn’t we grasp such a good 

opportunity?” 

“That’s not it… cough cough…” He Fei was too anxious and he started coughing. His eyes also started to 

roll backwards in their sockets. 

Chapter 719: Beauty Is In the Eyes of the Beholder 

When Ouyang Ming saw his appearance, he said with a determined look, “Ah He, I know your thoughts. 

Since you can’t speak, leave the rest to me and wait for the good news.” 



Having said that, he pushed the cart away and turned to leave. 

“Cough cough cough… 

“Cough cough… cough cough…” 

He Fei felt his heart aching due to coughing. At the same time, it affected his physical injuries. His eyes 

rolled back and he lost consciousness. 

… 

Zi Yi had a good sleep and only woke up when Lu Jingye called her to have dinner. 

Lu Jingye helped her up and said, “If you’re still tired, you can go to bed after dinner.” 

Zi Yi sat there and rubbed her eyes. At the thought that she still had many things to do, she said, “I’m 

not tired anymore.” 

Lu Jingye was amused by her appearance and stroked her head. “If you’re not tired, let’s go for a stroll 

after dinner.” 

Zi Yi gave an affirmative response and asked, “How is the progress with the refining going?” 

Zi Yi had inserted the method for refining the materials into Shadow. Whenever Lu Jingye encountered 

difficulty during the refinement, Shadow would assist on the side. “It’s more or less done, and it’s just 

waiting for you to synthesize it.” 

Zi Yi was at ease. 

She wore her shoes and washed her face in the washroom, before the both of them went down 

together. 

Lu Yunxiao was currently sitting in the living room and it was obvious he was waiting for them to start 

eating dinner. 

Little Loli was sitting beside him with her cheeks propped up by her hands as she admired his face. 

“Oppa Lu, you’re really cool. You’re as cool as A, whom I like.” 

Unexpectedly, Lu Yunxiao asked, “A?” 

Little Loli immediately responded in an excited tone. “It’s the most handsome, coolest, and most 

powerful A who was created in the same batch as me~” 

Zi Yi burst out laughing at Little Loli’s words. 

Both the man and the robot heard sounds of laughter and turned over at the same time. 

Lu Yunxiao stood up and walked over to the dining table. 

Little Loli sat there and pouted discontentedly. “Sister, why did you laugh? Did I say anything wrong? My 

A is really handsome and cool.” 

Zi Yi said awkwardly, “I think that all the robots I made are very handsome.” 



“Hehe, because for me, beauty is in the eye of the beholder.” 

Zi Yi nodded her head. “Alright then, you’re right.” 

Little Loli continued giggling as she sat there. 

After the three of them finished dinner, Lu Jingye accompanied Zi Yi to take a stroll in the yard. 

Lu Yunxiao did not leave the villa and he was also standing in the yard with them. 

Zi Yi asked, “Yunxiao, are you going out tonight?” 

Lu Yunxiao gave a concise answer. “Yes.” 

Zi Yi looked at Lu Jingye. 

Lu Jingye said, “Yunxiao will be leaving after we synthesize the shield.” He then added. “Ouyang Ming 

went to look for He Fei today.” 

“What did he do?” 

“He didn’t do anything. He said a few words and caused He Fei to faint from anxiety.” 

“…” 

What was with that? 

Lu Jingye saw Zi Yi’s speechless expression and told her what Ouyang Ming said. 

Zi Yi snorted. “Does this man still think that you are the one who killed He Fei’s father and so wants to 

take revenge for him?” 

“No, he’s not that kind of a person.” 

Zi Yi thought the same thing. 

After they took a stroll for half an hour, the three of them headed to the lab together. 

Zi Yi checked the results of Lu Jingye’s work that he had done for the entire afternoon. She was very 

satisfied with how he was able to complete the refining that was beyond the current technology of this 

world. “You’ve managed to successfully refine the materials. Right now we only need to synthesize 

these together to create the shield.” 

Zi Yi moved her hands while she talked. The two brothers each stood on either side of her and listened, 

while watching her actions carefully. 

Around two hours or so later, the three of them came out of the lab. 

Lu Jingye asked, “Are you tired? Or are you hungry?” 

“I’m not tired.” Zi Yi shook her head and touched her belly. “I feel like eating lychees though.” 

“Yunxiao brought back some fruit when he went out in the afternoon and there should be lychees inside 

too.” 



She went to the living room and Lu Jingye grabbed the bag of fruits Lu Yunxiao brought back and placed 

it on the table. 

Zi Yi saw the bag and noticed there were several different types of fruit inside. She then happily dragged 

the bag nearer and started eating the fruit. 

Lu Yunxiao went upstairs for a while, before he then came down and said, “Brother, sister-in-law, I’ll be 

going out.” 

Zi Yi hastily called out to him. “Yunxiao, wait a minute.” 

She then took a circular ball from her pocket and passed it to him, “Bring this along with you just in case. 

Also, you should rest at night, or else you won’t have energy tomorrow.” 

Lu Yunxiao nodded his head, took the circular ball, and left. 

When Zi Yi was eating the fruit, Lu Jingye took the laptop and started reading through some of the 

company’s documents. Zi Yi fed him a lychee and said discontentedly, “Stop working. After I finish 

another fruit, we’ll go and sleep.” 

Lu Jingye had not slept for two days and a night. He still had to head over to Long Aotian’s place 

tomorrow and Zi Yi was worried that his body could not take it. 

Lu Jingye spat the lychee seed in the trash can beside him and said, “I’ll just look at today’s numbers and 

won’t work any further. After you’re done, we’ll go up and rest.” 

Zi Yi was satisfied with his response. She quickly ate a few more fruits before she pulled his hand and 

went upstairs. 

After taking a shower, they lay down on the bed. Lu Jingye touched her belly with his large hands and 

asked, “How are you feeling?” 

For a novice father, he was even more nervous than Zi Yi. 

Zi Yi was amused by him. “The embryo has only been forming for a few days and so there won’t be any 

movement.” 

Lu Jingye was still worried. “I took some time to read up on knowledge in this aspect. Every pregnant 

mother will react differently. If you feel uncomfortable in any way, tell me right away.” 

“Got it.” Zi Yi held his neck and wanted to squeeze herself into his embrace. 

Lu Jingye was worried that he might squeeze her belly and so, he moved back. 

Zi Yi ended up climbing on top of him. 

Lu Jingye raised her up and said, “Don’t put pressure on your stomach.” 

Zi Yi laughed and said, “I’m not putting any pressure on my stomach.” 

Zi Yi explained to him about pregnancy. “The bodies of humans on ancient Earth aren’t that great and 

so, they will avoid having s*x during the early stages of pregnancy. However, people in the interstellar 



era don’t have any reservations about this aspect. After the embryo is formed, we will take it out and 

place it inside a nutrient solution to grow. 

Lu Jingye was a little shocked. “Would there be any side effects?” 

After all, the knowledge he had always known was that women would carry the baby for nine months in 

their womb. Lu Jingye could not imagine if it was a good or bad thing to take out the embryo the 

moment it was formed. 

“There are no side effects. As long as the nutrient solution contains all the nutrients that a mother 

provides to the fetus. Not to mention, the fetus who grows up this way would be better off, compared 

to if it remained inside the mother’s womb. After all, women will have changes to their body during the 

pregnancy.” 

Lu Jingye was silent for some time as he digested the information. “Let’s take out the embryo when we 

go back. It’s better for your body this way.” 

As long as it was good for her health, anything was ok. 

Zi Yi leaned her head on his chest. “I’ve always been curious about how pregnancy feels. I don’t want to 

take it out right away. Let me experience conceiving a child for a few months.” 

Lu Jingye was a little worried. “Would it be easy to take out the fetus when it’s bigger?” 

“It’s the same.” 

Lu Jingye was at ease. 

The two of them discussed where they would keep the fetus when it was taken out. 

Zi Yi said, “We’ll put it with our parents. In that case, Mom can see the baby every day.” 

Lu Jingye definitely had no opinion and said, “Alright.” 

Lu Jingye suddenly thought of something important and asked Zi Yi, “Yiyi, can you figure out which day 

you got pregnant?” 

Chapter 720: It Seems Like He’s the Ambitious Man 

Zi Yi thought for a while before she said, “The last time before we left for Country Em.” 

Lu Jingye’s hand tightened on Zi Yi’s waist and even his breathing became difficult. “Then after that 

when we…” 

Ever since they arrived at Country Em, they had done it more than once. 

“It’s fine.” Zi Yi knew what he was worried about and she stroked his face while giggling. “Our baby is 

very strong and it’s totally fine.” 

Lu Jingye still had some lingering fears and he put her down on the bed as he hugged her sideways. “We 

can’t be too careless about this. What should be refrained from should be refrained from.” 



Zi Yi nodded her head. “I’ll let the baby remain in my womb for three months. Three months later, I’ll 

put the baby into the nutrient solution.” 

“Okay.” 

The two of them chatted for a while more and then slept. 

… 

It started raining the next day. 

When Zi Yi went downstairs and saw the pouring rain outside, she then turned to look at Lu Jingye, who 

was sitting on the sofa and working. She walked over and sat next to him as she said, “Ah Jing, it’s 

raining.” 

Lu Jingye responded and put the laptop aside. He stood up and said, “I made some wontons this 

morning, I’ll go cook them for you.” 

Zi Yi followed him into the kitchen. “Have you eaten?” 

“Yes. I ate together with Yunxiao.” 

It was already past 8 a.m. right now and Lu Yunxiao had returned at 6 a.m. in the morning. The two 

brothers had a discussion about some matters and after they finished breakfast, Lu Yunxiao left once 

again. 

Zi Yi thought of how Lu Yunxiao had been staying outside every day and she asked out of concern, 

“Yunxiao is staying outside all day, does he even rest at night?” 

“He has a place to rest.” 

They walked into the kitchen and Lu Jingye turned on the stove to boil some water. At the same time, he 

warmed up the chicken soup. 

Zi Yi took a whiff of the delicious chicken soup and her stomach started grumbling in a timely manner. 

Lu Jingye had also heard it. He touched her tummy with his hand and asked, “Do you want to have some 

chicken soup first?” 

Lu Jingye had gotten the bodyguard to prepare the chicken soup last night and the stove was only 

turned off at around 6 a.m. in the morning. As such, the soup was still warm. 

Zi Yi nodded her head and said, “Yes.” 

Lu Jingye took out a bowl and scooped half a bowl of soup for her. Zi Yi continued looking inside the pot 

as she drank from the bowl. 

Just then, Little Loli revealed her head and said, “I knew you would be in here!” 

Zi Yi looked at Little Loli who had changed her hairstyle and she asked, “Where did you go? You even 

turned your hair color purple?” 

“Does it look good?” 



Little Loli came in and did a twirl in front of Zi Yi. 

Zi Yi looked at her and said in disdain, “Your wig is going to fly into my bowl.” 

Little Loli giggled and she took a step back before she said, “Sister, guess where I went?” 

Zi Yi checked her from head to toe and made a guess. “You went to the clubhouse.” 

Little Loli was surprised. “Sister, how did you know?” 

“There’s the scent from the clubhouse all over you.” 

It was a place where dangerous figures lurked around. There was the scent of cigarettes, alcohol, 

perfume, and some special scent. As long as Zi Yi carefully smelled the scent, she would be able to 

identify it. 

“Why did you go to the clubhouse?” 

“Oppa Yunxiao and I went to monitor Long Aotian’s men.” 

There was only that one clubhouse in the whole of City X. Even if Lu Yunxiao had taken care of Long 

Aotian’s men last night, it would not hinder them from heading there again the next day. 

Zi Yi nodded her head and casually asked, “What did you discover?” 

“Long Aotian’s men have purchased large quantities of weapons and explosives.” 

Zi Yi stiffened for a second and tilted her head to look at Lu Jingye. “Long Aotian is planning to blow us 

up?” 

Lu Jingye had a calm expression as if the things he was saying were something trivial. “He also invited 

several other influential bosses in the Bermuda Triangle.” 

Zi Yi sneered. “Long Aotian is planning to wipe everyone out and dominate the Bermuda Triangle.” 

“Yes.” 

“It seems like he is quite the ambitious man.” 

Just then, the wontons were finished cooking. Lu Jingye placed them in a bowl and they went out of the 

kitchen. 

After Zi Yi started eating the wontons, Lu Jingye said, “Long Aotian always had such ambitions. He hadn’t 

had the ability before, but with the female worm and Rick’s help, he thinks that the time is now ripe.” 

Upon hearing Rick’s name, Zi Yi thought of something and frowned. “It’s possible that the female worm 

had already gotten her child to take over Rick’s body.” 

Lu Jingye had also thought of this possibility. “Therefore, you have to pay attention to your surroundings 

then.” 

“Brother-in-law, I’m not afraid of a child worm. I’ll go take care of Rick when the time comes.” 



Zi Yi looked at Little Loli who was seated opposite her and nodded. “The female worm must have 

brought along many child worms this time round. You and Shadow can use the detector to identify and 

take care of them.” 

“Okay.” 

Lu Jingye waited for Zi Yi to finish her bowl of wontons before he continued to do his work. 

Zi Yi stood by the door and watched the heavy downpour. She asked Lu Jingye, “Ah Jing, when are we 

heading over?” 

Long Aotian had invited them for lunch and it was already 9 a.m. 

“No hurry.” Lu Jingye’s eyes were fixed on his laptop. While he scrolled down the screen he said, “We’ll 

set off at 11 a.m.” 

Zi Yi nodded and asked, “Will Yunxiao be going together with us?” 

“He will stand guard outside.” 

… 

At 9 a.m. 

Ouyang Ming secretly went to the hotel He Fei was staying at. 

After a day’s recovery, He Fei’s body was much better. The moment he saw Ouyang Ming coming in, he 

immediately said. “Ah Ming, Second Brother did not kill my father.” 

Ouyang Ming originally came to inform He Fei of the good news. The moment he heard what He Fei 

said, he immediately clicked his tongue in displeasure. “Ah He, did Lu Jingye say something to you?” 

Speaking of this, he got angry and sneered. “He said he didn’t kill your father and you really believed 

him?” 

“Our phones were blocked!” He Fei furrowed his brow. He did not know how to explain it to him. 

“Blocked?” Ouyang Ming sneered and asked, “When your father was killed, who contacted you?” 

“My mother?” 

“Since it was your mother who contacted you, do you think she would lie?” 

He Fei blanked out momentarily. 

Ouyang Ming looked at him with an expression as if hating He Fei for failing to meet his expectations. He 

gnashed his teeth and softly shouted, “Can’t you grow up? Are you going to lose your brain whenever 

you see that woman?” 

He Fei said urgently, “No, it was Second Brother who told me.” 

“He told you?!” Ouyang Ming looked at He Fei and got so angry that he paced around the room. If not 

for the fact that He Fei could not move, he wished that he could grab him and give him a beating. “The 

one who killed your father is Lu Jingye. Have you ever seen anyone admitting that they killed someone?” 



He Fei’s frown tightened. “Second Brother would never lie.” 

“Ha!” Ouyang Ming looked at him with a dark expression. There was no need to mention how 

disappointed he was. He then sarcastically said, “Since you trust him so much, then you can continue to 

be friends with the man who killed Uncle He.” 

He turned to leave after he said his piece. 

“Ah Ming.” He Fei looked at Ouyang Ming’s back view and an ominous feeling surged forth deep down. 

In particular when Ouyang Ming did not bother to stop. He panicked and shouted loudly, “Ouyang 

Ming… cough cough…” 

That cough of his triggered both his internal and external injuries and he started coughing non-stop. 


